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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
MORE ON THE DEA’S POSSIBILITY OF RESCHEDULING MARIJUANA
Marijuana Business Media reported: “If the DEA does decide to take a radical step, the effects will differ depending
on which schedule cannabis lands in.
For example, if it’s moved to Schedule III, then the costly 280E provision of the federal tax code would no longer
apply to legal cannabis businesses, resulting in potential savings of hundreds of thousands a year for a mid-sized
company.
If cannabis is moved to Schedule II, then 280E would remain the same thorn in the industry’s side that it’s always
been, but it could still open the door for medical research and protections for both companies and patients.”
Paul Cohen’s Marijuana Hub targets events that affect investment the industry’s stock market. There is no event I
know of more important than the possible rescheduling. The marijuana stock would on this news, explode on the
upside. I do not know the chances, but if history is our guide, I would guess they are minimum at this time.
The marijuana industry struggles for legitimacy. A re-schedule to Schedule II would go a long way to solving the
multiple problems that face the industry, not the least defining cash and banking issues.
Investors have real difficulty sifting through the wheat and the chaff, the hype and negative reality.
This week Hillary Clinton stated that the States should decide marijuana policy. That is a decided plus for the
industry. She knows marijuana well. Bill Clinton’s comments on pot are memorialized.
Yet Josh Gordon, the Cleveland Browns talented running back was once more cited by the NFL for marijuana
substance abuse. If the NFL thinks pot is bad, and it does, and Hillary Clinton thinks the States should decide, these
postures define the profound separation of acceptance and non acceptance of marijuana in the USA.

